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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

West District’s School Development Plan is a blueprint for our actions as we work together to 

ensure that all of our students achieve to their greatest potential. Our decisions are based on both 

recent and longitudinal data, including survey and other data from teachers, students, and 

parents.  This plan incorporates our Board of Education goals and our district Framework for 

Teaching and Learning, as well as West District School’s mission.  

 

 

This school year, our school community will focus our professional energies on these two areas:  

 

*Farmington’s Core Academic Content Areas include English/Language Arts, Mathematics, 

Science, Social Studies, World Language, Health, Physical Education, Wellness and Music, Fine 

and Applied Arts. 

 

 

 

The Framework for Teaching and Learning Principle: Challenging Expectations 

Students learn best when they understand performance expectations and are individually 

supported in meeting challenging standards. 

The Board of Education Five-Year Goal: 

All students will demonstrate performance standards in critical thinking and reasoning and 

meet rigorous core academic content* standards by accessing, interpreting, analyzing, and 

evaluating ideas and information, drawing evidence-based conclusions, synthesizing new 

learning with prior knowledge and reflecting critically on learning.    



 

 

WEST DISTRICT SCHOOL 

 

VISION AND MISSION 

 

 

 

 

West District’s vision is to create a learning-focused community in which all students can 

develop their talents in a caring and collaborative atmosphere that values diversity and promotes 

kindness, responsibility and service to others.  West District students will feel individually 

known and have an important voice and role in our school.  Through continual inquiry into our 

teaching practice, we seek to have each child succeed at significant learning tasks and achieve 

high standards through the combined efforts of students, teachers and West District families.    

 

 

West District’s mission is to engage our students in significant learning experiences that inspire 

them to achieve high standards through consistent effort. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

“Vision of the FPS Graduate” 

 

Farmington Graduates:  

Reaching Global Standards of  

Achievement, Leadership, and Citizenship 

 

Farmington Public Schools’ Graduates will acquire an understanding 

of the essential knowledge and skills in the core academic disciplines and 

develop the thinking and learning skills necessary to meet the challenges of 

local, national and global citizenship in a rapidly changing world. 

 

 Critical Thinking and Reasoning:  Students access, interpret, analyze, and 

evaluate ideas and information, draw evidence-based conclusions, synthesize 

new learning with prior knowledge and reflect critically on learning.    

 

 Collaboration and Communication: Students participate effectively in a 

variety of teams, actively listen and respond to the ideas of others, share 

responsibility for outcomes, articulate ideas clearly in multiple formats and use 

technology tools to enhance communication. 

 

 Problem Solving and Innovation: Students recognize problems, analyze 

data, ask questions, utilize a variety of resources, think flexibly, make 

connections, and seek practical, innovative and entrepreneurial solutions. 

 

 Self-Direction and Resourcefulness:  Students explore interests, take 
initiative, set learning goals, demonstrate persistent effort, adapt to   
change with resiliency, and exhibit ethical leadership and responsible citizenship. 

 

 

 

 



 

FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Core Beliefs 
 

The Farmington Public Schools are committed to core beliefs that guide our 

work. These beliefs frame our goals, program development, and support 

systems. These beliefs focus instruction, curriculum, and assessment to ensure 

that all students achieve at high levels. Farmington communicates its rigorous 

expectations through its programs and core content standards. 
 

Expectations Matter:  Teachers maintain high expectations for all students 

through continual encouragement, specific and timely feedback, tenacity in 

providing targeted support, and through communicating that all students have the 

capacity to meet district standards. We believe that maintaining high expectations 

leads to higher levels of student achievement.  
 

Effort Matters:  Students in the Farmington Public Schools succeed at high levels 

through their own efforts and the collective efforts of their parents, educators, and 

the community.  It is through students’ own hard work and dedication to the 

pursuit of excellence that they will succeed. We believe that increasing effort leads 

to higher levels of student achievement. 
 

Instruction Matters:  Teachers refine their teaching craft through ongoing study 

and action research, observation of instruction, and collaboration with colleagues. 

Teachers are actively engaged and committed to applying proven instructional 

strategies to reach every student. All educators demonstrate their commitment to 

instructional and curricular development for the classroom, team, school, and 

district through their leadership in improvement efforts. We believe that improving 

instruction leads to higher levels of student achievement.  
 

Relationships Matter:  All staff members create and maintain an environment that 

promotes respect, trust, and understanding, and fosters communication and 

problem-solving. We nurture the whole child and ensure that each student receives 

a new opportunity every day to perform at his/her best. We believe that developing 

caring and supportive relationships between and among educators, students, and 

parents leads to higher levels of student achievement.  
 

Results Matter:  Administrators, teachers, and students measure progress toward 

meeting and exceeding defined standards and goals. Through the ongoing and 

collaborative analysis of student work and data, we hold students and each other 

accountable for continuous improvement.   We believe that sharing and using 

results to inform our decisions about instruction, resources, curriculum, and 

program development leads to higher levels of student achievement.  
 



 

 

The MISSION of the FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

The mission of the Farmington Public Schools is to enable all students to achieve 

academic and personal excellence, exhibit persistent effort and live as resourceful, 

inquiring and contributing global citizens.  

BOARD OF EDUCATION FIVE-YEAR GOALS 2010-2015 

1.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in critical thinking and reasoning 

and meet rigorous core academic content* standards by actively accessing, interpreting, 

analyzing, and evaluating ideas and information, drawing evidence-based conclusions, 

synthesizing new learning with prior knowledge and reflecting critically on learning 

experiences and processes.    

2.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in communication and 

collaboration and meet rigorous core academic content* standards by articulating ideas 

clearly in multiple formats, listening and responding to new ideas, sharing responsibility 

and participating effectively in a variety of teams, using technology tools to enhance 

communication and valuing the contributions of others. 

3.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in problem solving and innovation 

and meet rigorous core academic content* standards by identifying and solving a variety 

of problems, asking clarifying questions, generating conventional, innovative, and 

entrepreneurial solutions, thinking flexibly and taking initiative. 

4.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in self-direction and 

resourcefulness and meet rigorous core academic content* standards by exploring 

interests, setting goals and seeking feedback, demonstrating persistent effort, 

responsibility, citizenship and self-direction, adapting to change with resiliency and 

demonstrating ethical leadership. 

 

*Farmington’s Core Academic Content Areas include English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, World 

Language, Health, Physical Education, Wellness and Music, Fine and Applied Arts.  

 

BOARD OF EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY 

The Farmington Public Schools are committed to the belief that all children are capable of 

attaining high levels of educational achievement in preparation for productive, rewarding lives 

and responsible citizenship.  Students will reach this goal through their own diligence and effort, 

and through a school and school district learning climate that responds to individual student 

academic needs, a curriculum that challenges, adequate resources, and skilled, professional 

instruction.  Furthermore, a belief in social equality underlies Farmington’s commitment to 

providing a high quality of education for all students.                                     Policy 0000(a) 



 
 

FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

 CORE ACADEMIC CONTENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 2010-2015:  

 

1. All students will meet established English / language arts performance standards by demonstrating 

the skills to read, understand, interpret, discuss and critique diverse texts and to communicate 

effectively through independent and collaborative writing for a wide variety of purposes and 

audiences; and by taking the initiative to explore interests and respond to problems through research 

and reflective and innovative thinking, reading and writing.   

2. All students will meet established mathematics performance standards by demonstrating problem 

solving and reasoning skills that advance understanding and application of essential mathematical 

concepts, making mathematical connections to their lives and to the world and using a variety of 

tools and representations to effectively communicate mathematical thinking. 

3. All students will meet established science performance standards by demonstrating the critical 

thinking, technology and inquiry skills in life, physical and earth sciences necessary to understand 

natural phenomena, to pose and evaluate arguments based on evidence, to explore interests and to 

make decisions about contemporary issues. 

4. All students will meet established social studies performance standards by demonstrating critical 

thinking, reasoning and research skills applied to the study of history, geography, culture, and 

political and economic systems in order to make informed decisions, pose innovative solutions, and 

meet the challenges of participatory citizenship in an increasingly pluralistic society and 

interdependent world. 

5. All students will meet established world language performance standards by demonstrating the 

linguistic and cultural skills needed to communicate, collaborate, innovate, and connect with people 

of different backgrounds who have different ideas and perspectives.   

6. All students will meet established health, physical education, and wellness performance standards 

by demonstrating an understanding of health and wellness concepts and acquiring the skills and 

resourcefulness necessary to develop a personal plan to achieve life-long wellness.    

7. All students will meet established music, fine and applied arts performance standards by 

demonstrating an understanding of diverse cultures through the communication processes of 

creating, performing and responding, visual literacy in global arts, contemporary media and 

communication, and creative problem solving in design applications.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

West District School 

Priority Goal 2013-2014 

 

All students will develop their critical thinking and reasoning skills through a school-wide 

focus on challenging expectations. 

 

Our teaching and learning this year will be guided by the Board of Education goal #1, Critical 

Thinking and Reasoning, and the Framework for Teaching and Learning Principle #2, 

Challenging Expectations.  Students will have opportunities to interpret, analyze, and evaluate 

ideas and information.  They will persist in the face of challenges, ask clarifying questions, seek 

new strategies and resources, and evaluate and revise their work using rubrics, models and 

feedback.    

 

Strategic Actions 

What will be done? 

Responsibilities 

Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 

How do we know we are 

making progress? 

 Focus professional learning and 

weekly, collaborative coaching 

visits on Challenging 

Expectations, and the rigor of 

tasks aligned with the Common 

Core State Standards continuum.   

 We will collaboratively select or 

develop a rubric for task rigor, for 

self-evaluation and collaborative 

coaching. 

Principal 

Teachers 

Staff 

 

Coaching and formal 

observation data will show 

increased alignment of 

teaching and learning with 

the CCSS continuum and 

FTL principle. 

 

 Students will evaluate and revise 

their own work using rubrics they 

help create. 

 

Teachers 

Students 

Evidence of students’ 

increasing use of rubrics 

and other self-evaluation 

tools. 

 

Evidence of improvement 

in students’ ability to revise 

their work. 

 Our faculty will work together to 

identify and develop opportunities 

that allow students to demonstrate 

their understanding in a variety of 

ways. 

 

Principal 

Teachers 

Staff 

 

Increased evidence of 

alternate measures of 

assessment that provide 

students with choice. 

 



 

West District School 

Reading Goal 2013-2014 

 

All students will make continuous progress toward meeting or exceeding Farmington grade 

level standards for reading. 

 

We will continue to use the Data Wise process to collect, analyze and report on various 

performance measures that include state and local assessments, and will plan interventions based 

upon these analyses.  We will deepen our understanding of the Teachers College Units of Study, 

as well as the Common Core State Standards (CCSS.)  Reading instruction will focus on 

essential skills and strategies to build increased rigor across the year and grades. 

 

Strategic Actions 

What will be done? 

Responsibilities 

Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 

How do we know we are making 

progress? 

 Support teams in creating and 

using documents that reflect 

students’ performance relative 

to the Common Core State 

Standards. 

Principal 

Literacy Specialist 

Teachers 

Teachers will become more proficient 

in designing small group instruction 

using the formative assessment 

information. 

 

 Increase students’ stamina and 

engagement in reading. 

 

Principal 

Literacy Specialist 

Teachers 

Students 

Parents 

Students in grades 1-4 will self-

monitor their reading stamina, 

showing improvement in time spent 

reading as well as increase in volume 

of reading. 

 Promote challenging 

expectations through more 

effective small group 

instruction.  Engage faculty in a 

systematic study of the book 

Small Group Reading 

Instruction by Jennifer 

Serravallo.    

Principal 

Literacy Specialist 

Teachers 

Evidence of more strategy-based 

small groups. 

 

Student growth as measured by 

comprehension assessments. 

 Develop and refine models of 

small group teaching to include 

guided reading groups, strategy 

groups and book clubs. 

Principal 

Literacy Specialist 

Teachers 

Read-aloud comprehension 

assessments used to group students 

according to need, will measure skill 

growth.  

 Provide time for teachers to 

observe interventions and have 

follow-up discussions for 

transference into the classroom. 

Principal 

Literacy Specialist 

Teachers 

Classroom and intervention 

instruction will be more closely 

aligned. 

 

 



 

West District School 

Writing Goal 2013-2014 

 

All students will demonstrate continuous progress toward meeting or exceeding district 

grade level standards for writing. 

 

We will continue to use the Data Wise process to collect, analyze and report on various 

performance measures, and to plan interventions.  We will implement the new Teachers College 

Units of Study, which are closely aligned with Farmington’s mission and goals, as well as the 

Common Core State Standards (CCSS.)  Writing instruction will focus on essential skills and 

strategies to build increased rigor. 
 

Strategic Actions 

What will be done? 

Responsibilities 

Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 

How do we know we are making 

progress? 

 Faculty will work 

collaboratively to 

develop a deeper 

understanding of the 

CCSS through 

systematic study of 

Writing Standards, skill 

progressions, scoring 

rubrics, student work. 

Principal 

Lit. Specialist 

Teachers 

Faculty discussions and data from 

observations of Writers Workshop will 

show a common understanding of 

expectations for student performance for 

the end of each term. 

 

Student work will show improvement in 

the identified area of need, as measured by 

the rubrics in the new units of study. 

 Increase students’ 

stamina and engagement 

in writing. 

 

Principal 

Literacy Specialist 

Teachers 

Parents 

Students in grades 1-4 will self-monitor 

their writing stamina, showing greater 

volume of writing over the course of the 

year. 

 Develop coherence in 

scoring across teams and 

grades through the 

process of ‘norming 

meetings’ and regularly 

examining student work. 

Principal 

Literacy Specialist 

Teachers 

Evidence of more cohesive scoring of 

student work, using 

 

Student performance on the state 

assessment. 

 Promote challenging 

expectations through 

more effective small 

group instruction.   

Principal 

Literacy Specialist 

Teachers 

Evidence of students self-identifying areas 

of need through the student checklist in the 

new units of study. 

 

Checklists will show students’ awareness 

of their own areas of need, and that they 

are challenging themselves to improve. 

 Two school-wide 

Rounds sessions will 

focus on Writing within 

and across grades. 

Principal 

Literacy Specialist 

Teachers 

Observational data will show the 

development of more cohesive scoring of 

student work. 

 

 



 

West District School 

Math Goal 2013-2014 

 

 

All students will make continuous progress towards meeting or exceeding Farmington 

grade level standards for mathematics. 

 

We will continue to use the Data Wise process to collect, analyze and report on various 

performance measures that include state and local assessments, and will plan interventions based 

upon these analyses.  All grades will implement the Math in Focus program, aligned with the 

Common Core State Standards.  This rigorous program allows students to develop a deeper 

understanding of fewer concepts at each grade level.  

 

Strategic Actions 

What will be done? 

Responsibilities 

Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 

How do we know we are making 

progress? 

 Faculty will work 

collaboratively to 

develop a deeper 

understanding of the 

CCSS through a 

systematic study of Math 

Standards. 

 

Principal 

Math Specialist 

Teachers 

 

Data from observations of math 

instruction will show evidence of 8 

Mathematical Practices embedded in 

instruction and student tasks 

-Teaching points are written using 

language of the CCSS and MiF 

program. 

 

Student achievement data will show 

a greater percentage of students will 

meet the EOY math standards. 

 

 Work together to develop 

the math workshop model 

and deeper understanding 

of the MiF program 

expectations. 

 Implement Math in Focus 

in grade 4. 

Principal 

Math Specialist 

Teachers 

Teacher feedback following 

professional development sessions 

will show: 

-Increased comfort and ease of use 

with the MiF program, pacing guide, 

and resource documents. 

-Improved confidence in ability to 

differentiate instruction to meet 

individual needs. 

 

 Promote challenging 

expectations through 

more effective small 

group instruction.   

Principal 

Math Specialist 

Teachers 

Small group instruction will show 

evidence of differentiation across the 

CCSS continuum, as appropriate. 

 



 

West District School 

Positive School Climate Goal 2013-2014 

 

All students will treat others with respect and kindness. 

 

It is important for all members of the West District community to feel they are respected and 

cared for.  It is equally important that all members demonstrate caring and respect for others.  

Students learn best in a respectful culture, and we plan to build upon our efforts in the following 

ways: 

 

Strategic Actions 

What will be done? 

Responsibilities 

Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 

How do we know we are 

making progress? 

 The faculty will examine gender 

and grade discrepancies on the 

student surveys and make 

recommendations to the School 

Climate Committee, which will 

develop an action plan. 

Principal 

Social Worker 

Teachers 

Staff 

Mid-year and end-of-year 

student surveys will show 

more favorable responses 

from both genders. 

 

 The faculty will examine the 

results of the parent survey and 

develop a school-wide goal 

and action plan for one area of 

improvement. 

Principal 

Social Worker 

Teachers 

Staff 

Action plan will be 

implemented and EOY parent 

surveys will show at least a 

10% improvement in the 

identified area. 

 WD staff will help students 

make connection to WD 4-way 

test, and FTL, and revisit these 

periodically as a school 

community, and especially in 

classrooms. 

 We will revise reflective 

Student ‘Problem Solvers’ to 

align with 4-way test.  

Principal 

Social Worker 

Teachers 

Staff 

4-Way Test is visible in 

classrooms, talked about at 

assemblies. 

 

Students will be able to state 

all four aspects of the 4-Way 

Test. (Is it Safe, Truthful, 

Respectful, my Personal 

best?) 

 School Climate Committee 

will identify or create a 

program to focus school-wide 

attention on kind behaviors. 

Principal 

Social Worker 

Teachers 

Staff 

Survey results and built-in 

program measurement will 

show greater awareness of 

kind behaviors. 

 Give student survey results to 

grades 3 and 4.  Work with 

Student Council to solicit and 

implement ideas that students 

believe will be most effective. 

Social Worker 

Principal 

Staff 

EOY data from bullying 

reports, office referrals and 

surveys will show a decrease 

in the actual and perceived 

mean behaviors. 

 



 

Longitudinal Report of Priority School Indicators for West District 

 

 

Percent of Students Meeting Reading Standards, 2009-2013 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Kindergarten 87% 82% 87% 92% 92% 

Grade One 86% 89% 86% 84% 86% 

Grade Two 85% 82% 85% 87% 88% 

Grade Three 78% 85% 78% 84% 80% 

Grade Four 80% 84% 80% 86% 85% 

 

Percent of Students Meeting Writing Standards, 2009-2013 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Kindergarten 85% 86% 90% 90% 80% 

Grade One 79% 90% 76% 81% 84% 

Grade Two 76% 78% 78% 77% 81% 

Grade Three 75% 75% 75% 85% 76% 

Grade Four 71% 78% 77% 89% 76% 

 

Percent of Students Meeting Math Standards, 2009-2013 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Kindergarten 86% 86% 90% 90% 85% 

Grade One 84% 94% 86% 86% 80% 

Grade Two 81% 72% 84% 85% 85% 

Grade Three 81% 82% 75% 82% 75% 

Grade Four 78% 82% 82% 88% 82% 

 

Percent of Fourth Grade Students at or Above State Goal on Connecticut Mastery Test 

(CMT) Reading, Writing and Math 

 

4
th

 Grade  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Reading 89% 82% 85% 83% 84% 

Writing 81% 82% 88% 86% 94% 

Math 83% 81% 90% 76% 86% 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Farmington Board of Ed 5 Year Goal Indicators 

For West District School 

 

 

 

 

Key to performance indicators: 

(1)  Performance Task 

(2)  Report Card Standard 

(3)  Benchmark Performance 

Critical Thinking and Reasoning 

Students access, interpret, analyze, and evaluate ideas and information, draw evidence-based 

conclusions, 

synthesize new learning with prior knowledge, and reflect critically on learning. 

Data indicates the percent of students At/Above Goal 

Grades K - 4 2012 2013 2014 2015 

SS Gr. 3 Research Project (1) 94% 77%   

      

Communication and Collaboration 

Students participate effectively in a variety of teams, actively listen and respond to the ideas of 

others, share responsibility for outcomes,  

articulate ideas clearly when writing and speaking, and use technology tools to enhance 

communication. 

Data indicates the percent of students At/Above Goal 

Grades K - 4 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Math Gr. 4 Communicating Understanding (3) 74% 85%   

ELA Gr. 4 Narrative Writing Benchmark  (2) 79% 72%   

Problem Solving and Innovation 

Students identify problems, analyze data, ask questions, utilize a variety or resources, think 

flexibly, make connections and seek practical, innovative, and entrepreneurial solutions to 

complex problems. 

Data indicates percent of students At/Above Goal 

Grades K - 4 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Music Gr. 3 You are the Composer (1) 83% 80%   

Sci Gr. 3 Inquiry Lab (1) 92% 97%   

Self-direction and Resourcefulness 

Students explore interests, take initiative, set goals, demonstrate persistent effort, adapt to change 

with resiliency,  

and exhibit ethical leadership and responsible citizenship. 

Data indicates percent of students At/Above Goal 

Grades K - 4 2012 2013 2014 2015 

ELA Gr. 3 Independent Reading (3) 92% 86%   



 

Positive School Climate Indicators 

For West District School 

 

Student and Parent Survey Data 

Student Response* 

Indicator 2012-13 

The adults at this school care about me. 99% 

Students are nice to each other at this school. 76% 

I feel safe when I am at school. 96% 

I like coming to school. 84% 

Teachers make sure students follow the rules. 100% 

 

 

Parent Response* 

Indicator 2012-13 

This school is a good place to learn. 96% 

The school is a safe place for my child. 100% 

Mean behavior among students is not a problem at this school. 83% 

Teachers at this school care about and support my child. 100% 

The school promotes understanding among students from different 

backgrounds. 

95% 

 

 

*Questions are updated on an annual basis and may vary from year to year. 

 


